
It’s time to fall in love...with photography
February finds us full on into winter with wet, windy weather weaving itself through our days. 
Fortunately, this kind of challenging weather can’t keep us from our photography as we have 
plenty of tips and tricks to share – and even take advantage of this tricky weather. This month’s 
issue includes tips for getting started in long exposure photography, and the one feature that can 
help when shooting in snowy weather. Plus, we’ve got great ideas for Valentine’s Day gifts for 
that special someone as well as when it’s best to leave the flash off when shooting. So, grab your 
camera no matter the weather, and make the most of each opportunity to capture the world 
around you. And when you’re ready to turn those images into something more, stop by the store or 
visit us online and we’ll be ready to help you take the next step!

Some topics instill trepidation in photographers – especially those who are just 
beginning to hone their craft. Long exposure photography often falls into that category, 
although there is nothing to fear as long as you’re open to experimentation and are 
willing to learn how to adapt to different situations.

In order to create long exposure images, you’ll need just a few specific tools. A trusty 
tripod is key (you can find our line of ProMaster tripods here http://www.promaster.
com/products.asp?CatID=300&SubCatID=5) and a DSLR camera capable of creating 
long exposure images. Photographing moving light, such as those adorning a Ferris 
wheel or a highway packed with nighttime traveling cars, 
takes a bit of practice as light travels at different speeds 
in each instance. As you practice, you’ll begin to get a feel 
for how – and when – to adjust your exposure settings.

Check your surroundings to determine how much available 
light is currently affecting your nighttime surroundings. If 
there is substantial ambient light from sources such as 
office buildings, signs and traffic, your selected shutter 
speed will be shorter. If the environment is an evening sky 
with little surrounding light, be ready to extend your shutter 
speed, possibly up to several minutes.

One way to practice nighttime exposure techniques is 
to photograph a highway with substantial traffic. Mount 
the camera on a sturdy tripod and select a location that 

provides a wide view of traffic. As you extend the shutter settings, you’ll notice that the light patterns of 
the traffic will change. For example, they might start to look thinner and more detailed as you increase the 
exposure time. This particular exercise is a solid way to learn how to adjust camera settings for nighttime 
photography. You can then move on to other more challenging environments and will be able to call upon 
this new earned experience moving forward.

Mastering long exposure photography is a skill that can improve your imagery in several other situations as 
it provides training for how to adjust exposure based on various lowlight situations. It is also one of the more 
artistic expressions of the craft and the stunning results created will certainly stand out in your portfolio.

The Low Down on Long Exposure Photography
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No Flash Needed
Your camera’s flash can fix many shortcomings in low light situations, but 
there are times when this little accessory can do more harm than good. 
For example, when photographing indoors, resist using your flash if at all 
possible. Using flash in this situation can often make the images appear 
overexposed and harsh, with the artificial light overshadowing the subject. 
Instead, look for other ways to provide additional lighting indoors, either 
by using available light from nearby lamps or shooting closer to a window. 
You can also experiment by increasing your ISO and choose a wider 
aperture setting. The wider aperture setting will allow increased amounts 
of light to strike the lens and can create a more even final result.  

Give Your Sweetie the  
Perfect Valentine’s Day Gift
Looking for the ideal Valentine’s Day gift that‘s more original than the standard flowers 
and candy? Why not give your sweetie a selfie stick? Our popular ProMaster Selfie 
Stick is the latest must-have accessory for photographers of all ages. Our Selfie Stick 
gives greater range and perspective when shooting selfies, which is extremely helpful 
with group shots or when you’d like to include more of your background (a romantic 
weekend in New York City, perhaps?). ProMaster includes a smart phone mount or you 
can also use a standard tripod mount for your camera. Pick one up for your Valentine 
and take a photo together! http://www.promaster.com/products.asp?product=6168

How Histograms Help Snowy Shots
A histogram is a graph of the exposure of each image and can 
help you determine if images are over or underexposed. The ‘true 
black’ is illustrated at the far left of the graph and ‘true white’ is 
found on the far right. A well-exposed image will generally show 
points close to both ends. Each histogram graph tells a story 
about the exposure of the image and can guide you in making 
adjustments so that images are properly exposed. 

For winter shooting, a histogram can be very useful in showing 
if bright white snow is spiking your exposure and causing your 
image to appear ‘blown out’ or overexposed. If this happens while 
you’re shooting, you can trick your camera by adjusting your 
+/- compensation button to adjust for this situation. And, if you’re 
shooting in RAW format, you’ll have the ability to adjust your 
highlights and mid-tones in post-processing if necessary. That 
said, it’s a lot easier to get the shot the way you want it the first 
time as opposed to having to make corrections at a later time.

http://www.promaster.com/products.asp?product=6168


Find Your Favorite Filter 
Did you know that filters could greatly enhance your imagery and also protect your camera lens?  
These versatile accessories provide a plethora of benefits and range from all-purpose models to 
specific designs meant to combat issues such as ultraviolet rays and polarization. ProMaster’s  
highly regarded line of photography filters remains popular with working photographers around  
the world – and with good reason. Check out our offerings here: 
http://www.promaster.com/products.asp?CatID=170

Keep Your Filter at the Ready
Getting the perfect shot involves proper preparation. A Filter Pocket is one way to make sure 
you’re ready when the opportunity to capture that masterful moment when it reveals itself. The 
ProMaster Filter Pocket is designed to hold a filter up to 77mm in size, and the neoprene material 
protects it from the elements when not in use. Designed to be clipped to your camera bag, pocket 
or belt loop, this handy item will quickly become a trusted accessory each time you head out with 
your camera. Also perfect as a gift for the other photographers in your life, pick yours up here: 
http://www.promaster.com/products.asp?product=6857
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